The development of the next generation of ultra-low energy antiproton and ion facilities requires precise information about the beam emittance to guarantee optimum performance. In the Extra-Low ENergy Antiproton storage ring (ELENA) the transverse emittances will be measured by scraping. However, this diagnostic measurement faces several challenges: non-zero dispersion, non-Gaussian beam distributions due to effects of the electron cooler and various systematic errors such as closed orbit offsets and inaccurate rms momentum spread estimation. In addition, diffusion processes, such as intra-beam scattering might lead to emittance overestimates. Here, we present algorithms to efficiently address the emittance reconstruction in presence of the above effects, and present simulation results for the case of ELENA.
Introduction
Emittance measurement is essential in all particle accelerators and transfer lines to control and provide the required beam quality. There are many different ways to measure emittance ranging from simple beam optics techniques to new and advanced setups such as the supersonic gas jet based beam profile monitor [1] . In this paper we focus on expanding the capabilities of beam scraping through new data analysis and determine the limits of such a technique using particle tracking simulations.
Beam scraping enables direct access to information on the transverse phase space amplitude. It also presents a high dynamic range very suitable for getting information of low density long tails and halo measurements. Indeed, scraping by collimators has been used to measure beam halo diffusion and population in high energy colliders, e.g. in the Large Electron-Positron collider (LEP) [2] and Tevatron [3] in the past, and more recently in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [4] .
Despite being destructive, the scraping method has also been used in many hadron machines for emittance measurement. Concretely, due to the simplicity of usage, it has been used with relatively low intensity antiproton beams in the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) [5, 6] , and a scraper device has been installed to measure emittances in the new ELENA storage ring [7] .
As mentioned before, beam scraping is a destructive measurement technique. The beam is completely or partially removed by the scraper. Apart from measuring transverse phase space dimensions of the beam, After describing the principle of emittance measurements by scraping in Section 2, in Section 3 we briefly describe an algorithm for the particular case of Gaussian beams and propose an algorithm to calculate the emittance for arbitrary beam distributions. Simulations of emittance measurement by scraping in ELENA are shown in Section 4, followed by an analysis of various sources of errors. Finally, in Section 5 we draw some conclusions and plan for further studies.
Emittance measurements by scraping
In the algorithms developed below, we seek to determine the RMS value of the geometric transverse emittance, which may be defined statistically as:
where is the amplitude of the particles in phase space, and the action variable.
The principle of emittance measurements by scraping is based on a limiting aperture moving slowly into the beam to progressively remove the beam particles. Here, we consider the example of a metallic scraper blade moving slowly (compared to the revolution frequency) into the beam. Let us assume that the scraper aperture movement is slow enough such that the remaining beam intensity can be safely approximated by the fraction of the beam particles within the acceptance defined by the scraper position. Fig. 1 is a phase space plot to illustrate a horizontal scraper blade approaching the beam from the positive -axis with a positive dispersion .
Let us consider the normalised betatron phase space:
where and ′ are the non-normalised particle betatron position and divergence angle in the beam, respectively, and and are the Twiss parameters in the corresponding transverse plane. The normalised amplitude in phase space is then given by = √ 2 + ′2 , i.e.
with ≡ (1 + 2 )∕ and the action variable. The subindex '' '' refers to the betatron component of phase space. If at the scraper position the first order dispersion is ≠ 0 and we assume a relative particle momentum offset ≡ ∕ , then the total position and angle can be written in terms of the betatron and dispersive contributions as = 0 + +
) with respect to the reference closed orbit is also assumed. A relative momentum offset > ∶= ( − 0 )∕ corresponds to a closed orbit inside the scraper blade at position ; thus the transverse acceptance for parts of the initial beam with > vanishes. For relative momentum offsets < , the transverse acceptance is determined by the distance − ( 0 + ) between the momentum dependent closed orbit ( 0 + ) and the scraper position . The acceptance for lower (higher) momentum offset corresponding to the blue (red) ellipse in Fig. 1 is larger (smaller) than for on-momentum particles (black ellipse).
The maximum oscillation amplitude defining the transverse acceptance is a function of the momentum offset given by:
For the sake of clarity, the resulting acceptance in longitudinal and transverse phase space is depicted in Appendix A (Fig. A.18 ).
In general, before scraping a beam can be characterised by a distribution density:
where the total density ( , ) can be represented as the product of two densities: the synchrotron amplitude distribution ( ), expressed as a function of the relative momentum offset , and the transverse amplitude distribution T ( , ), which depends on A and intrinsically on through the dispersive component of the position. The phase space density is normalised as follows:
Here, we will further assume the case of a coasting beam (the measurement of the emittance by scraping of a bunched beam may be more complicated) and no transverse plane ( -) cross-coupling.
Taking into account the acceptance limits above, the remaining fraction of the beam in the machine with dispersion > 0 is determined by the following integral:
where 0 is the number of particles in the machine before scraping and + ( ) is the number of particles left in the machine when the scraper is at .
Similarly, if the scraper is coming from the negative -axis, we obtain:
The integrals above give the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the beam loss. With this information one can obtain the corresponding probability density functions (PDF) projected on from the derivatives ± = ±d ± ( )∕d ,
An example of a CDF and its corresponding PDF for a Gaussian distribution is shown in Fig. 2 . Details of the derivation of the function + from + are shown in Appendix A.
Fig. 2.
Example of a cumulative distribution function (left) and its corresponding probability density function (right) for a Gaussian distribution.
Emittance reconstruction algorithm

Gaussian beams
If the beam passing the scraper in a dispersive region is known to have a Gaussian distribution, the beam density (Eq. (5)) is determined by:
and
where the average momentum offset has been set to zero, ⟨ ⟩ = 0, and is given by Eq. (3). Substituting Eq. (12) into Eqs. (8) and (9), and after solving the corresponding integrals, one obtains:
where 0 = ( − 0 )∕ √ and = ∕ √ rms , and erf ( ) = 2 √ ∫ 0 d − 2 is the so-called error function. Then, for the probability density functions we obtain:
Note that the absolute value | | in the argument of the error function arises from the fact that changing the sign of the dispersion does not alter the result (exchange particles with positive and negative momentum offset).
General case algorithm
In order to compute the rms emittance value for arbitrary beam distributions, first we express the second moment of ( − ) in terms of density functions ± ( ), Eqs. (10) and (11) , with the variable being an estimate for the central orbit coordinate 0 . We may develop the cases for the scraper blades coming from the positive and negativeaxis simultaneously:
where ⟨...⟩ denotes the expectation value of the quantity in the parenthesis and
wherē± is the mean value of the measured distribution and ± is the rms measured beam size. We may also write this quantity in terms of the emittance:
Summing terms for positive and negative scraper scans in Eqs. (15) and (19) we may write:
which may arranged and simplified to find an expression for (see Appendix B for a more detailed explanation of this derivation):
which contains only values that can be obtained from the scraper data or otherwise measured and estimated, and hence forms the basis of the algorithm.
Eq. (21) shows explicitly the subtraction of the dispersive term depending on the momentum spread. Similarly, we can proceed in the same way for the vertical plane, where generally = 0.
The calculation of the emittance applying the above method requires a complete scan on both the negative and positive side of the coordinate, i.e. two measurements. This requires two machine cycles, and therefore the stability of the machine during the measurement process is very important.
The main problem is how to obtain the information of the functions ± ( ). The curves ± ( ) are obtained from discrete data by scraping and, in general, we will not know the mathematical expression that better fits such curves. Therefore, unless we have any information a priori on the shape of the beam distribution, it will not be possible to apply symbolic differentiation. In this case, first we need to apply numerical interpolation of the recorded ± data, and then numerical differentiation to obtain ± .
For instance, given the tabulated function ± we can use cubic spline interpolation [12] . One of the main advantages of spline interpolation over polynomial interpolation is that it leads to small interpolation errors even when low degree polynomials are used for the spline. In addition, applying spline interpolation we can avoid the so-called Runge's phenomenon, which is a problem of oscillation between equispaced points that occurs when using polynomial interpolation with high degree polynomials [13] .
Given that the detectors will have a high data acquisition rate, we may alternatively forgo the spline and use more basic approximations to determine ± . An investigation to compare the accuracy of spline interpolation with simple numerical methods was carried out. It was found that there was a negligible difference between the two, assuming a data acquisition rate of 400 Hz. The results can be seen in Appendix C, along with an explanation of the methods used.
Simulations
Expected beam profiles in ELENA
To simulate the cooling process and the beam parameter evolution during cooling we have used the code BETACOOL [14] , which allows us to perform long-term multiparticle tracking simulations, including several cooling and heating processes affecting the beam. The code BETACOOL has been benchmarked with measurements in the past, for example in the context of the low energy ion ring ELISA [15] , giving a reasonable agreement.
In ELENA, e-cooling is applied at three stages of the machine cycle: after deceleration ramps, at = 35 MeV/c and 13.7 MeV/c, respectively, for a coasting beam; and during bunching prior to ejection at 13.7 MeV/c.
A typical core-tail beam distribution obtained after the simulation of the cooling process in presence of heating diffusion effects is shown in Fig. 3 . It presents a dense core and long tails, which can be well represented by a bi-Gaussian function in a broad dynamic range. The central region (−3 < < 3 ) can also be well described by heavytailed functions, such as a Lorentz function or a Lévy stable symmetrical distribution. A more extensive discussion can be found in [16] .
Scraping process in ELENA
In ELENA, two aluminium scraper windows (Fig. 4 ) (one horizontal, one vertical) will be used to scrape the beam from four directions [7] . A combination of scintillators and four in-vacuum multichannel plate (MCP) detectors will be used to measure the intensity of the secondary particle showers produced when particles collide with the scraper blade. From this data the beam intensity as a function of the scraper position can be inferred. Some relevant ELENA scraper system parameters are summarised in Table 1 .
This scraper system is placed in Section 5 of the ELENA lattice (Fig. 5) , which in the context of the simulations presented here, gives the following optics parameters for the position of the horizontal scraper blade:
≈ 0.69 m, ≈ 3.00 m, ≈ −0.74, ≈ −0.30, ≈ 1.30 m. In order to simulate the scraping process, we have implemented a rectangular limiting aperture into the MAD-X [18] ELENA lattice model. Here, this element acts as a perfect collimator, i.e. particles with position amplitude larger than the aperture are considered lost. At this stage of the simulation, no interaction of the beam with the scraper material is being introduced. The element can be moved transversally along the and axes, allowing it to emulate the scraper blade windows.
Then, multi-turn and multiparticle tracking along the ring is simulated using the Polymorphic Tracking Code (PTC) module in MAD-X [18] . Considering the beam parameters corresponding to the stage of the machine cycle that we want to simulate, an initial distribution of 10 4 macro-particles, representing an intensity of 2.5 × 10 7 antiprotons, is tracked for several tens of thousands of turns. To simplify the simulations, the continuous movement of the scraper has been replaced by a step-wise movement. After 370 revolutions the scraper edge position was decreased by 0.1 mm. This corresponds, on average, to the nominal scraper speed of 40 mm/s with a 100 keV beam. Every particle with a larger position than the edge of the scraper blade was removed from the simulation and the phase space co-ordinates and number of particles remaining after each 0.1 mm step were recorded to reconstruct the cumulative function + ( ).
To illustrate the scraping process, Fig. 6 shows the horizontal phase space for different measurement times (different blade positions).
Scraping results analysis
For thoroughness and to test the simulation was working properly, the results from a Gaussian beam simulation were first analysed using the Gaussian beam only algorithm discussed in Section 3. Fig. 7 shows the results of this analysis for several simulations with varying input beams. The scraper blade was moved through the beam from positive once for each simulation to obtain + ( ). The expression obtained previously was fit to the data to give reconstructed values for the emittance and momentum spread.
For the four beams that were run, the algorithm returned values within 7% of the input emittances, including for beams with relatively large momentum spreads. The error may be attributed to the statistical nature of the simulations, and due to the discrete scraper steps of 0.1 mm. Additionally, taking the longitudinal momentum spread, , as a second free parameter enabled the algorithm to estimate this value simultaneously at some cost of emittance value accuracy. The results confirm that the single scan algorithm works for Gaussian beams for within a chosen accuracy limit of 10%. The two scan arbitrary distribution algorithm was tested next. taking the most simple case: a beam with Gaussian distributions in transverse phase space, zero momentum spread, , and a transverse emittance ( , ) of 1 mm mrad. The input was calculated upon beam generation using the phase space parameters of all particles to be 0.9987 mm mrad. The value given by the algorithm after running the beam through the simulation was 0.9930 mm mrad, a difference of 0.57% which could be attributed to statistical fluctuations. This is, however, the simplest possible case, and so further simulations were run to test the robustness of the algorithm.
The process was repeated (Fig. 8(c) and (d) ) for a bi-Gaussian beam with the same parameters. The emittance obtained from the macro-particle distribution was 1.004 mm mrad. The resultant output emittance was 1.012 mm mrad resulting in a negligible difference of 0.83%. Successful scans in with zero momentum spread confirm that the algorithm will work when scanning in , as = 0 around the ring. The simulations were repeated for both beam distributions with non-zero values of momentum spread ranging from = 1 × 10 −4 to = 1 × 10 −3 and a range of input emittances from 0.4 mm mrad to 10 mm mrad. The results show that the error remains below 2.4% in all cases tested, confirming the versatility of the algorithm. The data may be found in Appendix D.
An example of the resultant CDF is shown in Fig. 8 (e) and (f), the effect of the longitudinal momentum spread can be seen as the curves do not drop to zero at the centre of the closed orbit, 0 = 0. A comparison of plots (e) and (f) with (c) and (d) shows how much the momentum spread can affect the CDF, and why the double scraper scan method is necessary for non-Gaussian beams. A clear demonstration of the effect can seen in Fig. 9 where simulations were used to plot the phase space ellipses of particles with and without momentum spread.
The simulations presented so far assume that a perfect estimation of the longitudinal momentum spread has been supplied to the algorithm. In practice this will not be the case and a further investigation into this and other systematic errors was performed.
Systematic errors
As the scraping algorithm is designed to work with a low intensity coasting beam, Schottky diagnostics will be used to estimate the longitudinal momentum spread. As a result, the rms momentum offset value given to the algorithm may be inaccurate, with an error of up to around 20%. To investigate the effect this may have on the reconstructed emittance value, the algorithm was used with varying degrees of incorrect momentum offset.
Eq. (21) was rearranged to obtain an estimation for the errors:
which were plotted with the simulation results (Fig. 10) . For a more realistic momentum spread ( = 3 × 10 −4 ), the algorithm can tolerate errors of up to 20% for a lower emittance beam, and even greater for larger beams. When performing the study for a beam with a larger momentum spread ( = 1 × 10 −3 ), the algorithm was much more sensitive to momentum spread errors. It can be seen that even for a larger sized beam, an error greater than 5% could result in an emittance error over the desired value (10%). It should be noted that due to statistical fluctuations, there is already a small error on the measurements for an accurate momentum offset reading.
A further source of error was investigated by introducing a non-zero closed-orbit offset. Since the algorithm relies on calculating the area underneath the PDF and the relative position of the PDFs between the two scraper scans, it is not affected by a closed orbit offset -so long as the offset is consistent between the two scraper scans. As expected the results of the simulation were identical to those obtained for a beam with 0 = 0.
In a more realistic scenario, the closed orbit of the beam may change during each run of the machine. To study how this would impact the accuracy of the algorithm, the closed orbit was held at 0 = 0 during scraper scans from positive , and varied during scans from negative . The results presented in Fig. 11 show that a difference in closed orbit of more than 0.1 mm could affect the reconstructed value of emittance by around 10% depending on the beam size.
Rearranging Eq. (21) to predict the closed orbit offset error yields:
which was plotted against the data showing that the simulations behave as expected. Small differences may be due to the statistical nature of beam generation and this level of accuracy is adequate for these purposes. This method of testing the closed orbit offset also reflects how the accuracy of the scraper blade position could affect the result. An error in the relative blade position (between the positive and negative scraper blades) is equivalent to a closed orbit offset. Similarly to the momentum offset error simulations there is a small error on the measurements for perfectly matched closed orbits.
In addition to closed orbit and scraper alignment errors, the accuracy of the estimation of at the scraper position will affect the output from the algorithm. Similarly to the error investigation, the algorithm was run with varying incorrect values of for a range of input emittances. A theoretical estimation for the error was obtained by rearranging Eq. (21):
The results can be seen in Fig. 12 . Differently from errors in and 0 , the magnitude of the emittance does not affect the impact of an error in , looking at Eqs. (21) and (24) we can see this is simply because the value returned is inversely proportional to and does not depend on . The theoretical prediction agrees extremely well with the simulation data.
Taking a lattice with = 0.69 m at the horizontal scraper blade, we can see that the algorithm can tolerate an error of −8% ≲ ≲ 11%, for our target accuracy of 10% reconstructed value.
A study investigating the effects of a tilt misalignment of the scraper blades was performed. Since opposing scraper blades are connected to each other in the form of a window (Fig. 4) , a tilt of the same magnitude was applied to the blades from both sides. For easy comparison of and a beam with no momentum spread was run in both cases, eliminating the influence of dispersion in . Performing the simulations in for a beam with = 0.03% showed a negligible difference in the reconstructed emittance values compared with zero momentum spread. Fig. 13 shows the results of the simulation. A clear trend can be seen for scraping in both and , and negligible statistical fluctuations in the data allow simple polynomial fits. A theoretical estimation of the impact Particle distribution of momentum offsets as an approximation for the effects of strong electron cooling. This beam has an average momentum difference, = 0.04% between the core and tails, with an overall average = 0. The of the core and tails has been adjusted to give the overall distribution = 0.03%.
Momentum-emittance correlation
During deceleration the beam will experience growth in transverse phase space. To counter these effects an electron cooler is applied during the cycle at two energy plateaus (0.65 MeV and 0.1 MeV). It is expected the distribution of transverse electron velocities, − , in the electron cooler will not be uniform and as a result a correlation between the betatron amplitude and particle momentum may appear in the beam. A parabolic distribution of − centred on , = 0 would give particles with greater emittance a larger momentum offset.
To test that the algorithm is capable of performing well under these circumstances a set of bi-Gaussian beams were generated as before, but with a different average for the core and tails. An example can be seen in Fig. 14. To investigate how the magnitude of such a correlation would impact the accuracy of the algorithm, all beams used in this study had the same input emittances , = 1 mm mrad, rms momentum offsets = 0.03%, and average = 0. An example of the characteristic a-symmetric CDF and PDF due to this offset can be found in Fig. 8(g ) & (h). A shift of the tails to positive and core to negative can be seen in + and + and is consistent with the difference in . Fig. 15 displays the impact on the resultant emittance as a function of the average momentum spread difference. Each point is the mean value taken from 20 simulations. Statistical fluctuations are observed, but no trend of increasing error can be seen as increases. The impact of the correlation on the accuracy of the algorithm can be seen as negligible because above the values of tested, the beam begins to appear unphysical in this approximation ( ≫ , ). Additionally we can analytically compute a ''correlation coefficient'' which describes the magnitude of this effect in the beam:
where subscripts = 1, 2 represent the core and tail of the beam. In these simulations the beam is separated into two parts, however it would also be possible to have any number of parts to approximate a more continuous emittance-momentum spread correlation. We may reconstruct this correlation coefficient using quantities obtained during the scraping process:
Comparing the analytical and reconstructed results for different magnitudes of the correlation we see excellent agreement (Fig. 16) . This coefficient provides further characterisation of the beam and could allow an investigation into the effects of the electron cooler.
Further studies to determine a realistic momentum spread profile in the presence of a non-uniform electron velocity distribution in the electron cooler will be performed using BETACOOL. This will provide a more realistic momentum offset distribution for further testing. However, the results presented here provide evidence that the algorithm is capable of accurately reconstructing the emittance in the presence of a correlation with momentum spread.
Diffusion effects
Diffusion effects during the scraper measurement may be other potential sources of systematic measurement errors, leading to an overestimate of emittance. Intra-Beam Scattering (IBS) and rest gas scattering are amongst the most important blow-up and diffusion mechanisms for high density and low energy ion storage rings.
In the context of ELENA, assuming the nominal vacuum pressure of 3×10 −12 Torr, the effect of rest gas scattering on the beam parameters has been estimated to be practically negligible in comparison with IBS [19] . So it is not considered relevant for the scraper performance in ELENA. However, IBS could be an important potential source of measurement error depending on the speed of the scraper with respect to the beam revolution frequency and the amplitude scan range. Diffusion growth of the emittance due to IBS could be significant in the case of relatively slow scans.
Let us briefly introduce IBS. It can be defined as a beam heating effect produced by multiple small-angle Coulomb scatterings of charged particles within the accelerator beam itself. It causes an exchange of energy between the transverse and longitudinal degree of freedom, thus leading to the growth of the beam phase space dimensions. The theory of IBS has been extensively described in the literature, e.g. [20] [21] [22] [23] , and many of these IBS models are implemented in the simulation code BETACOOL [14] .
For a rough order of magnitude estimate of the IBS growth rates one can use the following proportionality expression:
where = ∕ for coasting beams, and = ∕(2 √ ) for bunched beams.
is the total number of particles of the beam, the number of particles in a bunch (for a bunched beam), the rms bunch length (for a bunched beam), the circumference of the storage ring, the classical proton radius, the speed of light, the relativistic velocity factor, the Lorentz factor ( ≈ 1 for low energy machines), , the transverse emittances and the relative momentum spread. For the case of ELENA, IBS heating effects on the beam were extensively studied in [16, 19, 24] . Here, in order to illustrate the potential effect of IBS on the ELENA beam, we have just calculated the transverse emittance and momentum spread growths as a function of time.
In Eq. (27) we can see that IBS will be more critical at low energy (growth rate depends on 1∕ 4 ), so we will focus on the study of the lowest kinetic energy in ELENA (100 keV). We have performed Monte Carlo tracking simulations using the model beam algorithm of BETACOOL and an initial distribution of 10 4 macro-particles representing 2.5 × 10 7 antiprotons. The following initial beam parameters at the equilibrium (after cooling) are assumed: , = 1 mm mrad and = 5 × 10 −4 . Then the transverse emittance and momentum spread growths due to IBS have been calculated as a function of time. To evaluate the IBS effects here we use the so-called Martini model [22] , which is an extended version of Piwinski's model [20] , taking into account lattice derivatives. The computation process can basically be summarised as follows: rms emittances and momentum spread are computed from the input macroparticle distribution; the growth rates are calculated at each element of the lattice along the ring, assuming Gaussian beams with these rms parameters; and, finally, random IBS kicks are then applied to the full macro-particle distribution based on the calculated growth rates. Fig. 17 shows both transverse emittance and relative momentum spread growth in time due to IBS. It can give an estimate of the emittance growth from the end of the cooling process, where equilibrium has been achieved between cooling and IBS and the starting of the scraping process. Obviously, diffusion will become more important for lower scraper velocity, and therefore longer time steps. For example, to keep < 10% the time lapse should be less than 300 ms. The evaluation of the IBS impact during the scraper measurement is more complicate and requires taking into account the intensity reduction during scraping. Actually, the situation will become more favourable during the measurement progression, since the scraper will reduce the beam intensity in subsequent steps and IBS emittance growth rates will decrease according to 1∕ , , ∝ , as indicated in Eq. (27), where = 0 ⋅ ± ( ) is the number of remaining antiprotons in the beam.
Conclusions and prospects
We have developed algorithms for reconstructing the transverse emittances of beams in the dispersive region of a storage ring. The algorithms can reconstruct the emittance of a Gaussian beam using a single scraper scan, and with a combination of two successive measurements we can accurately reconstruct a beam of arbitrary particle distribution. The algorithms were developed for the ELENA ring but would also work for storage rings in other facilities.
The algorithms were successfully tested by simulations using a MAD-X model of the ELENA ring which is currently undergoing commissioning at CERN. For the two scan algorithm, we have considered various systematic errors that could affect the performance of the algorithm in operation, and determined mechanical error tolerances. Complications due to a correlation between emittance and momentum spread have been considered and we have shown the algorithm performs well in such circumstances, with the ability to accurately determine the magnitude of the correlation.
Additionally, effects generating diffusion such as intra-beam scattering may play a significant role in the performance of the algorithm given the low energies at which ELENA operates. In principle, IBS impact on emittance growth might be significant if operating in slow scan mode Once ELENA is in full operation, we will take scraper data and compare results with those from our simulations as a benchmarking exercise. This will give us an insight into the effectiveness of our simulations, perhaps expose some additional unseen factors, and provide the context needed for these studies to be used in aid of the development of similar diagnostic devices in the future.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that we are also carrying out studies of less-invasive techniques for beam profile measurement and emittance reconstruction, based on ionisation profile monitors and supersonic gas jet monitors [1] adapted to low energy and low intensity hadron accelerators.
where ⟨...⟩ denotes the expectation value of the quantity in the parenthesis.
Considering ± = 0 + ± √ , we may write:
Considering the definitions̄= ⟨ ⟩,̄= ⟨ ⟩, 2 = ⟨( −̄) 2 ⟩, the statistical definition of the geometric transverse emittance, Eq. (1), and the usual normalisation of phase space density, Eq. (7), we can rewrite Eq. (B.2):
The above expressions allow us to put ⟨( − ) 2 ⟩ ± in terms of the rms transverse emittance rms and the dispersive contribution . However, there are additional terms ⟨ ⟩ and ⟨ ⟩, which makes the evaluation difficult even for a known closed orbit centre 0 . In order to solve this problem, we can perform a combination of measurements from both the positive and negative -axis.
Summing 2 .
Appendix C. Spline testing
To optimise the code for a balance between efficiency and accuracy, tests on the differentiation and integration methods were performed. Two methods were tested, one using MATLAB's piecewise polymorphic spline interpolant [25] , and another using the simplified numerical methods described below. Begin by taking the tabulated function ± ( ) and finding a ''differentiated'' value of ± ( ) for each data entry, :
,± = ±, − ±, +1 ±, − ±, +1 , (C.1)
where ±, is the th entry of the beam intensity in the data set and ±, is the corresponding scraper position. We may combine Eq. (C.1) with the approximation
where is the number of entries in the data set, to obtain a simple expression for use within the algorithm: where ±, , is the mid point between ±, and ±, +1 and̄± is obtained from:
( ±, − ±, +1 ) ±, , .
(C.5)
The same beam was analysed using both versions of the algorithm. For in input beam with = 1.2 mm mrad, the two methods returned values of 1.1935 mm mrad and 1.1941 mm mrad for the spline and simplified numerical methods respectively. The difference between the results is negligible. Fig. C.19 shows a comparison of the values obtained at each point for ± ( ) for both the spline and the simple numerical method.
We propose it would be sensible to use the more simplified method, unless the data acquisition rate is ≪400 Hz. Table D .2 shows how the horizontal emittance of the beam could affect the accuracy of the algorithm. For a realistic momentum spread, a slight increase in the average error can be seen towards larger emittances, however beams with emittances much larger than 10 mm mrad would not require the level of accuracy given by the algorithm.
Appendix D. Scraper results tables
From Table D. 3 it can be seen that the reconstruction algorithm works well up to momentum spreads much greater than are to be expected during the operation of the machine ( ≈ 3 × 10 −4 ) for both beam distribution types. The errors on bi-Gaussian beams were consistently larger however the results remain within a satisfactory level of accuracy for the system.
